
October 5, 2004
MEMORANDUM TO: James T. Wiggins, Deputy Regional Administrator, RI

Loren R. Pilsco, Deputy Regional Administrator, RIl
Geoffrey E. Grant, Deputy Regional Administrator, RIII
Thomas P. Gwynn, Deputy Regional Administrator, RIV

FROM:  Bruce A. Boger, Director /RA by M.Case for/
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Division of Inspection Program Management

SUBJECT: USE OF PHOTOGRAPHS DURING THE INSPECTION PROCESS

The purpose of this memorandum is to provide those individuals involved in the inspection
program with guidance regarding taking and using photographs of licensee equipment or
property.  It came to our attention, via a feedback form from Region II, that the current guidance
in IMC-0620, “Inspection Documents and Records,” should be clarified and expanded to
address the use of photographs for informal training.  In our attempt to be responsive to your
needs, we developed the attached table which provides guidance on the use of photographs
during the inspection process and for informal training.  The guidance regarding the use of
photographs during the inspection process currently resides in IMC-0620.  The guidance in
reference to maintaining photographs for training purposes is not in IMC-0620 but is within
our regulatory authority.  The development of this guidance included extensive participation
by the Office of General Counsel.  This guidance will be incorporated into the next revision of
IMC-620.

IMC-0620 is currently under review by the Inspection Program Branch and will be updated and
restructured to be made clearer, less burdensome, and more user friendly.  In the interim, any
questions regarding the use of photographs or improvements to IMC-0620 should be directed to
Fiona T. Tobler, Inspection Program Branch, at 301-415-8473 or ftt@nrc.gov. 
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USE OF PHOTOS DURING THE INSPECTION PROCESS

QUESTION ANSWER SOURCE

1. Do I need the licensee’s
permission to take photographs?

Yes, if a photograph is made by the NRC during an inspection, it should
be preannounced and all participants informed.  If someone objects, the
objection should always be honored.  
On occasions where it is not possible to get the licensee’s permission in
advance, be sure to notify the licensee as soon as possible.

Use common sense in taking photographs as part of your routine
inspection activities.  Avoid taking Photographs of personnel or plant
features related to security.  Follow the licensee’s policy on the use of
photographic equipment, including the prohibition of flash photography in
areas of sensitive plant equipment.

IMC-620 NRC Documents Records, or
Information, 04.05. e

2. What if the licensee does not
grant permission?

Discuss the licensee’s concerns with your supervisor.

3. Can I forward photographs to
my management electronically
without the licensee’s review?

No.  If a photograph is made during an inspection,  it should be reviewed
by the licensee to determine if it contains any personal privacy, classified,
proprietary, or safeguards information.

IMC-620 NRC Documents Records, or
Information, 04.05. e

4. Do I need something in writing
from the licensee that says they
have reviewed the pictures for
safeguards, personal privacy and
propriety information?

No.

5. Is there agency guidance on
how to forward Photographs that
contain classified or sensitive
unclassified information?

Yes.  Photographs that contain proprietary information or are for Official
Use Only can be forwarded electronically (via email or fax) . Photographs
that contain classified or safeguards information cannot be forwarded via
email.  However, if it is necessary to provide these photographs to
management or to NRC experts to assist in making an inspection
determination, you must print the photographs and forward them via a
secure fax machine utilizing appropriate controls established in agency
guidance.  If secure fax capability is not available, the photographs must
be mailed in accordance with NRC requirements and the approved NRC
classified mailing address must be used if classified information is
involved.  Also, all photographs believed to contain classified or sensitive
unclassified information must be marked in accordance with NRC
requirements.  The camera used to take the classified photographs must
be protected as classified and secured when unattended.

MD 12.2 “NRC Classified Information
Security Program”

MD 12.4 “NRC Telecommunication
Systems Security Program”

MD 12.6 “NRC Sensitive Unclassified
Information Security Program”



6. How do I know when
photographs must be retained ?

When are photographs required to
be destroyed?

If photographs are not used to
support  inspection findings can
they be retained for training
purposes?

If the photographs are used to substantiate an inspection finding and they
do not contain classified or safeguards information, they are considered
official agency records and must be retained and placed into ADAMS.

Examples of photographs used to substantiate an inspection
finding include photographs that are relied on to support regulatory
decision-making.  In some cases, the photograph may be the sole
basis for the inspection finding. 

 
If the photographs are not used to substantiate an inspection finding and
they contain personal privacy, classified, proprietary or safeguards
information they must be destroyed in accordance with NRC requirements.

Examples of photographs not used to support an inspection
finding include: (1) those photographs that are used as memory
joggers to assist the inspector in finalizing the inspection report
and (2) photos forwarded electronically to regional management to
clarify or to discuss findings.  Photographs of this nature are not
relied on for regulatory decision-making.

If the photographs do not contain personal privacy, classified, proprietary,
or safeguards information,  they may be retained for informal training
purposes.

If the photographs contain personal privacy, classified, proprietary, or
safeguards information, then they must be destroyed in accordance with
IMC 0620.  

MD 12.1 “NRC Facility Security
Program”

IMC-620 NRC Documents Records, or
Information,04.05, e

NRC’s authority under the Atomic
Energy Act,  § 161(c) 

7. What if the licensee requests
that a photograph be withheld
from public disclosure because it
contains personal privacy or
proprietary information.

If it is necessary to keep a photograph containing personal privacy or
proprietary information, the licensee must request that it be withheld from
public disclosure in accordance with 10 CFR 2.390 (b) (1).  If the
information is proprietary the request must be accompanied by an
affidavit.

If the photograph is the basis for a finding, it should be edited by the
licensee to delete the sensitive information unless that information is
necessary to support the finding. 

REMINDER–Under IMC-620 if the photograph contains personal privacy,
classified, proprietary, or safeguards information it must be destroyed if it
is not the basis for an inspection finding.

10 CFR 2.390 (b) (1)

MD 12.1 “NRC Facility Security
Program”



USING PHOTOS FOR INFORMAL TRAINING

QUESTION ANSWER SOURCE

8. If photographs are not used to
support  inspection findings can
they be retained for training
purposes?

If the photographs do not contain personal privacy, classified, proprietary,
or safeguards information,  they may be retained for informal training
purposes.

If the photographs contain personal privacy, classified, proprietary, or
safeguards information, then they must be destroyed in accordance with
IMC 0620.  

NRC’s authority under the Atomic
Energy Act,  § 161(c) 

IMC-0620 04.04.E “NRC Documents,
Records, or Information”

9. Do I need the licensee’s
permission to keep these
photographs?

You do not need the licensee’s permission to retain these photographs
for training purposes if you believe these photographs would be helpful in
carrying out NRC’s regulatory responsibilities.

However, follow the guidance that relates to requesting the licensee’s
permission and review to determine if the photographs contain
proprietary, personal privacy, classified, or safeguards information.

NRC’s authority under the Atomic
Energy Act

10. Are training photographs
subject to FOIA?

Yes. NRC MD 3.1 “Freedom of Information
Act”

11. How should the photographs
be identified?

Photographs that contain proprietary information must be labeled as such
in accordance with 2.390(b) and should include the date and name of the
facility or facility owner.  

There are no agency requirements that non-sensitive photographs be
labeled and dated.  IIPB recommends that for ease of FOIA searches,
photographs be dated and labeled.

10 CFR 2.390

12. If the photographs contain
classified and safeguards
information can they still be used
for training purposes?

Yes, but only if absolutely necessary and only if the photographs support
an inspection finding (REMINDER-staff reviewing such photographs must
possess the appropriate clearance levels and have a “need to know”).  If
this is the case, such photographs and or digital cameras that contain
classified and safeguards information must be secured and agency
guidance followed.  Follow guidance in IMC-0620 regarding licensee
review of such photographs.

IMC-620 NRC Documents Records, or
Information,04.05, e

MD 12.1 “NRC Facility Security Plan”

MD 12.2  “NRC Classified Information
Security Plan”

13. Are photographs used for
training purposes required to go in
ADAMS?

NO,  if the photographs are used for informal training (OJT and learning
opportunities).  Yes, if the photographs are used for formal training (e.g.
Technical Training Center).   

MD 3.53 “NRC Records Management
Program”



14.   How long should photographs
used for informal training (OJT and
learning opportunities) be retained?

How long should photographs used
for formal training be retained.

IIPB’s recommends that the photographs be destroyed when they are no
longer needed.

Currently, only formal training is thru HR/TTD, and retention schedules
exist for them.  Regional offices typically provide only informal training.

 


